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Legislators and other citizens who value agricultural 
research as an important investment in South Dakota 
have made possible two more much needed buildings and 
one mobile structure at three branch field stations. 
We are pleased with the new facilities, authorized by 
the 1978 state legislature. All are adequate and fit the 
attractive-but-not .. showy them~ at all of our branch 
stations, which are working farms and ranches. 
One new facility near Box Elder is a 50- by 100-foot 
steel structure, which will serve as a field laboratory for 
the staff at the Research and Extension Center in Rapid 
City. Funds for the· unit came from two much 
appreciated grants-$25,000 from South Dakota Wheat 
Commission and $15,00Q from the Foundation Seed 
Stocks Organization. Additional funds will be needed, 
however, to complete the laboratory 
within the building. · 
Throughout most of western South 
Dakota, crops and soils research is 
handled by mobile units. 
Personnel are headquartered at 
Rapid, City but travel · 
throughout the area co 
research wherever 
problems exist. TheYi 
transport equip 
tlie headquartet 
(amtlnut'd on paw 15) 
• 
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Mention the words "Hessian fly" in South 
Dakota a few years ago and most farmers 
wouldn't know what you were talking about. 
But bring the subject up now among a crowd 
of wheat farmers and you'll have all the 
attention of a weasel in the henhouse. 
That's because the Hessian fly came like a 
thief in the night and robbed spring wheat 
farmers of $25 to $30 million in profits during 
1978 in South Dakota, as estimated by David 
Walgenbach, research entomologist at SDSU. 
Spring wheat came up, turned a dark bluish-
green, became stunted, and in some cases died. 
In other cases heads were small or the stems 
lodged. 
Reports of stunted and dying spring whf!at 
sent entomologists, agronomists, and wheat 
breeders scrambling at SDSU and at USDA's 
Science and Education Administration. 
They surveyed the spring wheat area .of 
South Dakota and found that 1. 25 million acres 
were infested, primarily in the northeast 
quarter of South Dakota. 
The state and federal experts toured the 
affected areas, looked up what they knew 
about the Hessian fly, and went into a huddle 
to see what recommendations they could come 
up with to cope with the insect for the coming 
year. They also started breeding resistant 
varieties hardy enough for South Dakota, a 
process that takes 6 to 7 years. 
They presented their recommendations to 
wheat growers in an informational meeting. 
Hessian f I ies 
They published a fact sheet telling what is 
known about the Hessian fly and how to 
handle it. Fact sheets and related information 
were put in the hands of the state's wheat 
growers by whatever means available-
meetings, newsletters, county agents, 
newspapers, radio and television. 
Farmers didn't deep plow in fall, 
so larvae must be stopped in spring 
One of the principal recommendations was 
to deep pl<;>w stubble and volunteer wheat last 
fall and trap the larvae underground before 
they emerge as adult flies to lay eggs. 
A survey revealed that only about one 
percent of the spring wheat growers in the 
affected area followed the fall plowing 
recommendations. Most stubbles are chisel 
plowed or disked, and farmers aren't generally 
equipped for a quick change to deep plowing . 
. Autumn passed, and with it the time for the 
autumn recommendations. 
But spring is coming and the spring 
recommendations remain intact. There appears 
to be good reason to follow those spring 
recommendations. 
"The Hessian fly is still with us and will 
probably be there to infest spring wheat in the 
spring," said Ben Kantack, Extension 
entomologist. He and two graduate students 
• 
found the Hessian fly in October preparing to 
overwinter in quantities to do serious damage. 
Kantack repeated his recommendation to 
apply certain chemicals at planting time next 
spring. 
Now is the time to line up grass seeder 
attachments for grain drills to apply the 
recommended granular chemicals, said 
Kantack. Farmers also can use other granular 
equipment calibrated to put on low dosages. 
Kan tack's survey found the end of the fall 
generation of Hessian fly in full-grown larvae 
and "flaxseed stage" on volunteer wheat. There 
also was a number of "flaxseeds" that did not 
emerge last fall that will emerge to infest the 
spring wheat crop, said Kantack. Some 
parasitism was ob.served. However numerous 
flaxseeds are still viable. 
The Hessian fly overwinters as a full-grown 
maggot in what is called the flaxseed stage 
because the maggot case resembles a flax seed 
in shape and color. They lay their eggs in the 
grooves of the leaves, the eggs hatch, and the 
larvae move down the leaf grooves to feed 
behind the leaf sheaths at the crown. Damage 
to the plant is caused by discharge of a toxic 
salivary substance. 
Winter wheat plantings, by and large, in 
northeast South Dakota did not show heavy 
Hessian fly infestations, because apparently the 
Dave Walgenbach, research entomologist, heads SDSU's 
counterattack on Hessians. His team surveyed the damage, 
estimated overwintering populations, and made spring and 
fall recommendations. Resistant varieties are in the future . 
• 
She looks like a small mosquito, and lives only 3 or 4 days. 
That's long enough to deposit 250 to 300 eggs on young 
wheat. 
fall adult activity was about finished by the 
time the new fall plantings had emerged, 
Kantack said. 
"There is a considerable population in the 
flaxseed stage in both stubble and volunteer 
plants, enough in that stage to infest the whole 
northeast part of South Dakota next spring," he 
said. 
Spring deep plowing and 
granules are recommended 
SDSU entomologists have recommended to 
wheat farmers that they deep plow next spring • 
before April 15 to completely cover the residue · 
from last year's spring wheat and prevent 
emergence of the adult fly. 
• 
After 3 to 10 days as eggs, the new larvae move down the 
leaf grooves to feed at the crown. Injury comes from a 
salivary secretion which upsets plant metabolism and 
growth. 
The full-grown maggot overwinters ~n the flaxseed stage in 
stubble, volunteer spring wheat, and early seeded winter 
wheat. Adult flies emerge from March to April, but can't 
move through soil. Clean, deep plowing can stop many. 
Farmers concerned about possible Hessian fly 
infestations should definitely consider using 
either Thimet or Di-Syston in granular form 
put through the grass seeder attachments to 
protect their spring wheat from the Hessian fly, 
said Kantack. 
This treatment will cost approximately $4.30 
an acre on 7-inch drill spacings. 
For more information and details of 
recommendations, wheat growers should ask 
for the publication EMC 778, Hessian fly in 
South Dakota, at county Extension offices, or 
the Bulletin Room of Extension Building, 
SDSU, Brookings 57007. 
A sure-fire solution to the problem is to plant 
varieties resistant to the Hessian fly. But 
because the fly hasn' t been a problem in South 
Dakota before, resistant varieties of spring 
wheat haven't been developed here. 
There are no known resistant varieties of 
hard red spring wheats adapted to South 
Dakota, according to Don Keim , spring wheat 
breeder at SDSU. But researchers at Kansas 
State University did find a durum wheat from 
North Dakota that appears to have resistance. 
The variety, Edmore, has just been released 
and is in the process of being increased. Only 
about 40 bushels are available and they will 
probably go to Foundation Seed Stock Division 
for increasing. It isn't available yet in 
commercial lines, but it's something for 
producers to watch for . 
Spring wheat breeders are taking resistant 
varieties of winter wheat and are crossing them 
with spring wheat to breed the resistance into 
spring_ wheat: 
In the meantime, entomologists and farmers 
are wondering whether the Hessian fly is 
around to stay or whether the 1978 infestation 
was a freak occurrence of weather and other 
conditions. Until resistant varieties are 
available they will have to rely on recommend-
ed practices to control the fly which is expected 
to be back next year. 
The other alternative is to plant something 





Old-fashioned honesty and 
fair deals aren't out of style-
that's what farmers look for 
when they pick the firm 
to get their business 
"There's more to serving farmers today than . 
just having a place of business," conclude two 
SDSU researchers who have now completed an 
extensive study of why farmers choose to buy 
and sell with one business over another. 
The widely publicized study has aroused the 
interest of many South Dakotans, probably 
because "it deals with a basic question which 
has never been satisfactorily answered for the 
thousands of businessess which daily serve our 
agricultural community," according to 
researcher Art Sogn, an associate professor of 
economics at SDSU. 
"If businessmen know what influences 
farmers to select a firm to patronize, they can 
make adjustments which not only improve their 
profitability, but also better serve present and 
future farmers of South Dakota," added Karla 
Kraner, Sogn's co-worker. 
"With new technology, farmers have had to 
substitute capital for labor. They now have to 
buy most of their farm inputs," Kraner 
continued. "As a result, farmers have become 
more reliant on farm supply and marketing 
firms, and they also are far more selective in 
whom they give their trust and their 
patronage." 
In researching the topic, Sogn and Kraner 
distributed 2,200 questionnaires which sought 
answers in five categories. 
The team wanted farmer rankings of the 
services, practices, and other business features 
which now exist. Next, they wanted to 
determine which of these were most influential 
in the choice of a business for patronage. 
Third, because of the importance of 
cooperatives in farm supply and marketing in 
South Dakota, they planned to assess farmer 
attitudes toward co-ops and patronage refunds. 
A fourth objective was to measure farmer 
attitudes about pricing and marketing grain 
with independent companies and cooperatives, 
and, last, the team wanted farmer rankings of 
various services desired for the future. 
Over 95% of the farmers in the survey rated trust in the 
management and employees as important in their decision to 
do business at a certain place. That stresses the value of a 
helping hand with the mineral blocks, a chat over the seed 
sacks. They still check prices carefully (about 80% read the 
prices on everything from oil filters to larger items). All 
things being equal, they prefer an attractive store, although 
community participation questions got mixed answers. 
Farmers will change to a different grain buyer for various 
reasons-feeling they were cheated, not given enough 
premium, or again, because management and employees 
were indifferent to them. 
And would farmer responses vary for those of 
different ages, locations in the state, and sizes 
of operation? 
Nearly 800 farmers answered the 
questionnaire. About half were in the 35-55 age 
group. Slightly more than a fourth were under 
35, and a similar amount we:r:e over 55. Most 
had farms with annual sales between $25,000 
and $100,000, but 17 % each were in the 
$10,000 to $25 ,000 range and over $100,000 
range. 
In terms of location, 47 % lived in the 
northeastern part of the state, and 32 % were 
in the southeastern. part. The remainder were 
from the northwest and southwest. 
The team attempted to have each sector of 
the state represented because of the general 
enterprises common to each area. 
"Southwestern South Dakota raises winter 
wheat as a major crop and also features_ 
grazing," Sogn said . " However, the 
northwestern quarter features spring and 
winter wheat and grazing. Corn , soybeans, and 
sorghum are predominant in the southeastern 
part. While the northeast is diversified , it 
produces more barley, oats, flax, and 
sunflowers than the other sections. " 
"Loud and clear:" A farmer will take 
his business to a firm he can trust 
When results were tabulated, Sogn and 
Kraner found several factors which "came 
through loud and clear. " A majority of the 
farmers felt strongly about the quality of 
products , competitive prices , the quality of 
services, the promptness of services, and , 
especially, the amount of trust justified by both 
management and employees. 
" Many times throughout the study, the 
importance placed on the personnel of a farm 
supply or marketing firm was apparent in 
farmers' answers," commented Sogn. "In fact , 
more than 95 % of the farmers we surveyed 
rated trust in management or employees as 
'very' or ' moderately' important in their 
decision to do business there. " 
"Agribusinessmen could conclude that 
securing, training, and keeping this kind of 
employee can pay big dividends in terms of 
business volume," Kraner added. 
How a firm '·'looks" and how it's 
involved in the town count to patrons 
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Businesses do many things for the sake of 
" appearance" aside from installing carpeting 
and a new glass-and-stainless-steel front. How 
do farmers react to these? 
Many businesses sponsor bowling, softball, or 
other independent sports teams and "boost" 
school teams. About 20 % of the farmers 
surveyed said this has a bearing on their · ··, 
choice. 
About half said it doesn't matter if the 
management didn't participate in religious 
activities, but 38 % said it has "some" 
influence. 
What if the management is active in politics? 
About 6 in 10 said it makes no difference to 
them. About 3 in IO said it makes "some" 
difference. 
But " appearance" of other kinds is a factor , 
the researchers found. Everything else being 
equal , about 67 % of the farmers said they 
preferred doing business at a newer, more 
modern and pleasant appearing business place. 
And about 80 % said they liked to trade at a 
business that appears prosperous. The 
appearance that many neighbors do business at 
a given place is an influence to about 60 % of 
the farmers. 
However, none of this is a guarantee of 
exclusive patronage, Sogn and Kraner found. 
About 30 % of the farmers said they buy from a 
wholesaler when possible, and about 80 % said 
they usually check prices at more than one 
place before buying farm supplies or selling 
grain. 
The cooperative picture isn't as clear, 
mostly because of patronage refunds 
Cooperatives get the nod from about 4 
farmers in 10, prices and services being equal; 
but to 5 in 10, it doesn' t matter if the business 
is a cooperative. 
Some controversy surrounds patronage 
refund policies by cooperatives. Most farmers 
say they understand why refunds have to be 
deferred while needed equipment and facilities 
are being purchased, and about 75 % said they 
are willing to forego cash refunds to receive 
better and more extensive service from their 
cooperative. 
But regarding repayment , only 37 % were 
satisfied to have their refunds paid to their 
estates. About 60 % said they'd be satisfied if 
the cooperative paid some amount of interest in 
addition to the refund , and about 75 % would 
be satisfied if refunds were paid back monthly 
. or in full at age 65. 
In selling grain , farmers show 
independence and some confusion 
Farmers who change outlets for selling their 
grain do so for a variety of reasons , but about 
• 
Why do a survey if you know the answers beforehand, asks 
Art Sogn, SDSU economist who conducted this research. 
half felt they had been cheated, they weren't 
paid enough premium for high quality, or that 
management or employees displayed indifferent 
attitudes. 
About a fourth said they changed outlets 
because testing equipment was inadequate, 
loading and unloading systems were inefficient, 
or that the outlet wasn't aware of current 
market trends. About 40 % felt they were 
docked excessively for low quality. 
The most prominent variation in the response 
to indifferent attitudes was among the larger 
operators. The percentage who cited this as a 
reason for changing increased as annual farm 
sales increased. The bigger the operator, the 
.. more importance he places in dealing with 
people he likes. 
Most farmers asserted their independence 
when asked if they would like to have someone 
make their marketing decisions for them. A 
resounding 83% said "no." 
Other response seemed to indicate farmers 
appreciate information. "You give us the 
information, and we'll make the decisions," 
seems to mirror how most farmers feel. 
About 3 in 10 farmers say they are already 
paying for such information , and about 7 in 10 
said they are willing to pay for reliable 
marketing information. 
Biggest surprise to him was the number of people who had 
changed business places for one reason or another. 
Contracting, hedging, and speculating- all 
are alternatives available to farmers. But only 2 
in 10 admitted enjoying speculation as 
compared to contracting· or hedging. In fact , 6 
in 10 said they'd contract their grain ahead of 
harvest if they were certain they wouldn't be 
short of crop at delivery. 
The last finding raised the eyebrows of the 
researchers. Sogn explained that farmers don't 
have to be certain of crop supply when selling 
on the fu.tures market, so this isn't a factor even 
to consider. "This contrasts with farmers' 
assessment of their own expertise in the futures 
market," Sogn said. "About 40 % said they felt 
they understood what grain futures mean to 
them in local prices; but on another question 
about 31 % admitted they didn't know how the 
local grain manager arrives at the price he 
quotes for a particular lot of grain." 
In related questions, about 3 in 10 said they 
would be willing to accept the average annual 
price for their grain , and those with smaller 
farming operations were more in favor of this 
than the average of the group. When asked if 
they would be willing to forego windfall profits 
for a guaranteed price above the cost of 
production , just over half said they would most 
years, and a fourth said they would about half 
the time. 
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Radio market reports were 
number-one requested service 
What kinds of services do farmers want from 
their farm supply and marketing firms? Of 29 
choices, farmers rated daily radio broadcasts of 
markets as number one. Next , they'd like access 
to specialists .in all areas. Third, they favored a 
"hot-line" telephone for market news; fourth-
rated was a market advice service. 
Weekly newsletters rated 12th; income tax 
services were 7th and complete farm 
management services were 17th. Television 
auctions for marketing animals-now being 
tried in a number of states-were rated 24th. 
The economists admit they're 
puzzled by some of responses 
10 
The survey results included some surprises 
for Sogn and Kraner . 
" Among the surprises must be the number of 
people who had changed business places for 
one reason or another," said Sogn. "We were 
also surprised at the importance placed on the 
individuals of a business by such an enormous 
percentage of those we surveyed. 
"A third surprise was in the comparatively 
low ranking of local advertising as a factor in 
farmer decisions ," he continued. " Farmers have 
proven by their knowledge that they study 
product advertising; but in this survey, they 
rated local advertising low. Perhaps by ' local' 
advertising, they thought of someone saying, 
'buy locally,' or perhaps they did not realize or 
care to admit that they are influenced by 
advertising. 
"Another surprise is the low ranking of free 
credit time as a decision factor," he said. "This 
may be due to the great amount of operating 
capital needed by farmers. They have 
established long-term credit, and free credit 
time from a supplier may not be that 
important anymore. 
"Yes, there were surprises, but, had we 
known what the responses would be, there 
wouldn't have been a need for the survey, 
would there?" D 
Detailed information about all responses and questions is 
available free. Ask for Bulletin 662, "Factors that determine 
w here a farmer buys and sells," at county Extension Service 
offices or request it from: Bulletin Room. Old Extension 
Building. SDSU. Brookings. 57007. 
Pulling a 60-pound (or any size) muskie out 
of South Dakota waters is rare. 
Now, that is. 
If someday anglers can bring muskies to the 
net, it may have started through the. combined 
effort of the South Dakota Cooperative Fishery 
Research Unit at SDSU and people affiliated 
with a municipal sewage lagoon and a power 
plant cooling reservoir. 
The muskie, the largest member of the pike 
family, has been caught in some states 
weighing almost 70 pounds. Many anglers 
consider it a spectacular game fish, not only ·on 
the fishing line but also on the dining table. 
More than a trophy fish, the muskie can be 
used as a management tool to control less 
desirable fishes in lakes. When small, it may 
eat thousands of carp fry; when larger it may 
feed on bullheads, suckers, and stunted 
panfish. 
But before you begin clearing space on your 
family room wall for a prize catch, a lot of 
research remains to be done. The task involves 
more than adding a few muskie fingerlings into 
various waters. 
One of the biggest difficulties is finding a 
source of muskies. Ordinarily, one can't simply 
go to another state and buy muskies, or 
muskellunge, for stocking. Other states don't 
have enough for their needs. 
This means finding broodfish for a source of 
eggs, which is difficult in South Dakota. Then 
once the eggs are obtained and hatched the 
young must be reared, which is tough because 
they require. large quantities of live food. 
The sewage lagoon provided 
essential baby food-water fleas 
During their first 15-20 days muskies usually 
eat microcrustaceans, often called water fleas. 
In our studies last year we found an abundant 
and economical source of this food in the 
Brookings city sewage lagoon. This food is 
similar to one of the types you can buy in a 
small container for feeding in a home fish tank. 
After we had our food source, we obtained 
some muskellunge eggs from the Pennsylvania 
Fish Commission, and they were hatched at the 
Cavins Point National Fish Hatchery, Yankton. 
Some of the young muskies were brought to 
SDSU and fed the small water fleas from the 
lagoon. 
At SDSU the muskies grew to 1.3 to 1.5 
inches long in 20 days . At this point they are 
large enough to seek out and consume other 
live fish in the manner they will eat and 
survive for the rest of their lives. 
For us the 20-day- old muskies were at a very 
critical stage. We needed rearing ponds to shift 
the muskies to and/or we needed facilities to 
11 
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Ultrasonic tags, hydrophones, and receivers are used to 
follow and record the movements of muskellunge in the Big 
Stone power plant cooling reservoir. Left to right are Doug 
rear the large quantity of live minnows the 
muskies needed. We did not have either of 
these facilities. 
With only undesirable, inadequate flooded 
ponds to put the muskies in, we did not .have a 
good percentage of these muskies survive. 
However, we took what we had along with 
more from the Cavins Point Hatchery, and 
stocked about 700 6-to 12-inch muskies in the 
350-acre Big Stone power plant cooling 
reservoir. This cooling reservoir, located in 
northeastern South Dakota, is owned by 
Montana-Dakota Utilities, Northwestern Public 
Service, and Otter Tail Power. 
The cooling reservoir appears 
to be prime habitat for adults 
Before putting the muskies in the reservoir 
we had conducted studies there with channel 
Henley, grad research assistant, Dick Applegate, unit leader 
and author of this article, and Olapade Oyegunwa, recent 
graduate of the Wildlife and Fisheries Department. 
catfish cage culture, recorded temperature 
profiles in the reservoir , and observed the large 
numbers of bluegills. 
These preliminary studies and observations 
last year indicated that muskies might prosper 
in the heated reservoir water and attain above 
average growth rates expected for northern 
latitudes. 
The abundant bluegill population appears 
that it might serve as a forage base for rearing 
and feeding muskie brood stock. We are 
studying the reservoir further to determine the 
types and quantities of food available and the 
foods selected by the fishes. 
·-
" 
Also, we have begun other studies designed 
to monitor fish densities, movements, and 
concentrations in the reservoir. Fish are being 
sampled with various nets in addition to 
electroshockers, which are devices that a.\ 
harmlessly stun a fish for a short time. Fish ~ 
distribution also is monitored with graph 
recording sonar. 
With still another device, muskellunge 
movements and home ranges are being 
determined by placing ultrasonic tags in the 
fish and recording their movements with 
ultrasonic receivers. This type of information 
on muskellunge movements and concentration 
areas will be essential when we must recapture 
brood fish for their eggs. 
Since we found we could keep the young 
muskies healthy and developing well in our 
preliminary studies last year, a valuable 
addition to the research and teaching facilities 
at SDSU was acquired last fall. Six rearing 
ponds adjoining the Unit's laboratory were 
constructed to further investigate and develop 
muskellunge culture. These ponds will be used 
this year for producing small fish as food and 
for rearing muskies. 
At 15 days, muskies are about an inch long; at 89 days 
they 're around 7 or 8 and giving evidence they will be 
scrappy fighters. These were reared at SDSU in 1978. 
/ 
Hatchery-rearing ponds constructed at SDSU in 1978 will be 
used to develop rearing methods for muskies. These 
methods might be adapted by sportsmens' clubs, 4-H 
groups, and others who want to grow muskies in farm and 
ranch dugouts. 
Only one graduate student worked with me 
on the studies last year. This year the Fishery 
Unit has seven graduate students conducting 
studies to evaluate and develop the Big Stone 
power plant cooling reservoir as a rearing and 
holding area for muskellunge brood stock. 
Studies about the culture of muskellunge in 
South Dakota will continue and future work 
will be designed to study the ecology and 
benefits of muskie stocked in other South 
Dakota lakes. 
Those of us working with this project are 
cautiously enthusiastic. As you can see, we 
have lots of work to do before you can dream 
of catching that muskie whopper in your 
favorite lake. D 
The au thor is Richard L. Applegate, research leader for the 
muskie proiect. Cooperative agencies in the South Dakota 
Cooperative Fishery Research Unit are the state Department 
of Wildlife, Parks, and Forestry, SDSU, and the U.S . Fish 
and Wildlife Service. 
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After hearing a storm warning a cattleman 
near Piedmont drove his cattle to some 
ponderosa pines for shelter. Within several days 
38 calves were aborted and died and 12 cows 
died from retained placentas. 
These deaths were blamed on ponderosa 
pine needles eaten by the cattle, a syndrome 
many people in the cattle business pay little 
attention to-until their herds are affected. 
Some producers suffer like the Piedmont 
rancher, while others run cattle in pines 
without a loss. 
One person trying to do something about 
these puzzling abortions is Les Kamstra, 
Agricultural Experiment Station animal 
scientist at SDSU. 
He says cow and calf losses from pine needle · 
abortions are considered serious in South 
Dakota, Idaho, Colorado, Montana, Oregon, 
and Wyoming. Surveys several years ago 
covering eight counties in western South 
Dakota and eastern Wyoming suggested 700 
calves die annually from pine needle abortions. 
Many foothills dwellers have no other choice 
than to put cattle on pasture where ponderosa 
pines are growing. Kamstra says some 
producers spend a lot of time cleaning, 
trimming, and managing pine forests where 
they must pasture cattle. But, according to the 
scientist, such management is only partially 
effective since abortions can occur from cattle 
eating green needles, dry needles on the forest 
floor, slash from the lumber industry, or 
needles from fallen trees. 
Ranchers have no warning that cattle are 
being affected by pine needles, though a few 
have noted a bloody vaginal discharge just 
before an abortion. Kamstra says the aborted 
calves usually appear normal and have not 
undergone much decomposition. Sometimes 
calves. born from affected dams are alive, but 
they appear very weak, are reluctant to nurse, 
and usually die within 3 or 4 days. Many cows 
which abort retain the fetal membranes; unless 
treated, they too become ill and die. 
Research indicates that the pine needles 
carry the toxic substance all seasons. Non-
pregnant animals show no symptoms of being . ~) 
affected by pine needles. ~ 
"Some cattle act as though they've become 
addicted to pine needles," Kamstra says. 
"Frequently cattle will eat pine needles as their 
first choice when several good feeds are 
offered. One producer told me about a cow 
that would break fences to get to pine needles. 
She aborted her first two pregnancies. She died 
in the very early part of her third from 
infection of a retained placenta." 
Some abortions occur within the first to the 
third day after needles have been eaten. Others 
may abort up through the next 2 weeks. Others 
may not abort at all. 
That's the puzzling part. The 
unpredictability of the abortions has made 
studying this problem extremely frustrating to 
many researchers. They haven't the funds to 
really check out the problem. The loss of one 
cow turns into an expensive experiment. 
Kamstra cites one research group in another 
state which attempted to pasture cattle on pine 
needles, had facilities constructed to monitor 
cattle habits, and produced no abortions 
whatsoever. 
We can better afford to lose 
mice and chicken eggs than cows 
Kamstra has turned to less expensive ways of 
attempting to track down the answers. 
Laboratory mice are one. 
Female mice fed either water and/ or acetone 
extracts of pine needles show reproductive 
failures, he and his associates find. In this 
study a high proportion of mice affected very 
early in pregnancy resorbed their fetuses. 
Kamstra says that if in this case mice and 
cattle are similar, then perhaps more cattle are 
being affected by pine needle abortions than 
once thought. He suggests that perhaps 
ranchers who turn cattle in pine needle areas 
throughout the year might expect more barren 
cattle. In other words, if a cow has eaten pine 
needles very early in her pregnancy, she may 
have the ability to resorb the fetus and then 
appear as though she were never pregnant. 
No one has yet pinpointed the abortive factor 
in the needles, but Kamstra and others have it 
narrowed to the water and acetone fractions. 
This means, he says, that he does not suspect 
.. the fraction that includes the common · 
chemicals in pine needles such as pitch and 
turpentine. But exactly which chemical in the 
carbohydrate, protein, or lipid contains the 
culprit substance remains unknown. 
Money is not plentiful, but Kamstra is 
keeping after the problem. Recently he had the 
idea of using fertilized chicken eggs for this 
study. Chicken eggs have been used for studies 
of other poisonous substances but never for 
pine needle abortions. 
Eggs are less expensive, handier, and much 
easier to maintain than even laboratory mice. 
The pine needle extract is injected in varying 
Les Kamstra, researcher in ruminant nutrition, is nagged by 
the almost total lack of solid facts on pine needle abortion. 
Eggs may shortcut costlier techniques; Les can inject a pine 
needle ext 3ct and tell within 2-4 hours when chick dies. 
amounts into the air sac of the fertilized egg . 
Then by shining a light at the back of the egg, 
the scientist can tell within 2 to 4 hours when 
the developing chick dies. 
The egg studies are just beginning and much 
needs to be done. If the scientist can find the 
lethal substance in the needles by noting 
patterns with development of the egg embryos, 
perhaps then studying similar patterns in cattle 
would be feasible. Any possibility of an on-
farm solution to pine needle abortions is still a 
good distance away, but perhaps Kamstra's use 
of the chicken egg may bring us clos~r to it. 
Cattle producers in ponderosa pine country 





Consumers can't tell the difference 
in flavor or appearance, but 
the yield is still lower 
than pro_cessors had hoped 
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More than a grandmother's hum and a stir 
went into the handy carton of easy-to-serve 
cottage cheese in your refrigerator. 
Years ago, your grandmother may have --} 
made cottage cheese. She· poured milk into a 
large, scalded pan and then let it stand 2 or 3 
days in a warm place. When a thick dabber 
formed, she filled the pan with boiling water 
and let it cool. 
The whey, or liquid, separated and the curd 
sank to the bottom. When the 'curd felt rough 
between her finger and thumb, she drained it 
through a colander. A dash of salt added flavor 
and forced out the femaining whey. Sometimes 
she added a little sweet cream to the curd. 
She may have called it Dutch or pot cheese 
or even smearcase if she had Pennsylvania 
Dutch ancestry, but it resembled the cottage 
cheese of today. 
While Grandmother's way broadly illustrates 
how cottage cheese is made, modern dairies by 
no means use her method. Spotless stainless 
steel vats in dairies across the country produce 
cottage cheese daily, turning out more than a 
billion pounds a year. Most can manufacture a 
batch from scratch to finish within a working 
day, unlike Grandmother's 3 days. 
Like the dairy farmer, or the fertilizer firm 
or any other industry, cottage cheese 
manufacturers are always looking for better or 
more economical ways to produce their A 
products. That was behind the recent work of .._, 
• 
SDSU dairy scientists D.E. Satterness, J.C. 
Parsons, J.H. Martin, and K.R. Spurgeon. 
It's harder nowadays to keep 
cottage cheese yields up 
They explain that a major concern in the 
cottage cheese industry today is poor yield. 
Since the 1960's the amount of cottage cheese 
resulting from a given poundage of milk has 
dropped. There are two reasons for this. Larger 
vats and mechanical agitation have become 
widespread and result in higher yield losses as 
curd fines (particles that remain in the whey). 
And the composition of the general milk supply 
has changed with cows yielding more milk but 
milk which is lower in solids. 
This means the casein content of milk has 
decreased in recent years. Since casein , the 
major protein in milk, comprises 85 % of the 
milk solids found in cottage cheese, yields are 
high or low depending directly on casein levels. 
Also, the scientists say that fortification of 
low-solids milk with non-fat dry milk was once 
a common method to improve cottage cheese 
yields. However, the popularity of food lower 
in fat pushed the price of non-fat dry milk high 
enough to make it, at least now, not 
economically feasible to add to milk for cottage 
cheese. 
New process is faster, cheese is more 
uniform, but yield doesn't go up 
On~ effort to combat these problems is a new 
patented process of directly acidifying milk for 
cottage cheese with food grade acids. Food 
grade acids are extremely pure milk acids, and 
have been approved by the Federal Food and 
Drug Administration for use in human 
foodstuffs. 
The SDSU scientists compared this method 
with a widely accepted bacterial procedure 
most often used for cottage cheese making. 
SDSU dairy facilities allow scientists to 
produce cottage cheese on a simulate"S 
manufacturer's scale, and that's what was 
done. Fresh skim m'ilk, skim milk fortified with 
extra solids, and reconstitu'ted non-fat dry milk 
were used to manufacture cottage cheese for 54 
vats in 9 weeks. The milk supply for each batch 
was divided in half. Half was manufactured 
into cottage cheese with the conventional 
culture method, and the other half was made 
with the newer direct acidification process. . 
The main advantages the researchers found 
with the newer process was that it was faster 
and therefore had the potential for saving time 
and labor costs. It also tended to produce a 
more uniform product. It didn't however, 
increase the yield of cottage cheese. 
More than 40 Brookings families and dairy 
science personnel ate the cottage cheese, 
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John Parsons and Ken Spurgeon examine cutting knives 
from SDSU cottage cheese vats. Larger vats and mechanical 
agitation result in higher yield losses than formerly . 
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comparing the samples for flavor -and body. 
Most could not tell any difference in flavor , 
appearance, or texture, whether it was made 
with the standard or newer method. 
The National Dairy Council says, " It all 
began, so the legend tells, thousands of years 
ago. Kanana , an Arab trader, carried milk in a 
pouch made from the dried stomach of an 
animal, He stopped in the cool desert evening 
to eat and found that he had a delicious soft 
curd and a watery liquid instead of milk. " 
Cottage cheese production has indeed 
changed. Getting the raw product-milk-to 
the manufacturing plant is a challenge. Then, 
at the local dairy plant it receives constant and 
critical attention from the manufacturer. From 
there, it's on your grocery shelf in the form of 
large curd, small curd , and sometimes medium 
curd. Occasir,nally you can buy it flavored 
with fruit or spices or mixed in a favorite chip 
dip. 
Before you get the chance to make your 
choice, however , numerous sanitary and 
handling regulations must be followed all along 
the development of that one carton of cottage 
cheese. In some supermarkets a dairy 
representative checks the cottage cheese shelf 
up to four times in one day for quality and 
quantity. 
Who would think so many people cared 
about that convenient dieter's delight before it 
reaches youT table? 
Dr. Parso 11s l'i nmc h l'ad of th <' SD SU Dairy Sci<'nc<' 
D<'part111l'11f . Saff<' rtl <'SS and Marfin transf <'rr<'d r<'C<'nfly to 
oth<>r <'mploym <'nf . This group of sci<'11fists has w rift <'n a 
t<'chnical articl<'. " Yi<'lds of cottag<' ch<'<'S<' mad<' w ith 
rnltures 011d dir<'ct acidification . " Copi<'s or<' a vailahl<' hy · 





Sunflowers are turning classy, profitable. 
But the road-ditch "weeds" still have a 
toughness we could use in our tame varieties 
South Dakota farmers are re-discovering 
something that's " new," yellow, and a money-
maker: sunflowers. 
Sunflowers have been under cultivation for 
more than 300 years, but not in their native 
United States. 
The Russians first saw the potential in 
domestic cultivation of the sunflower, and 
they've been at it since the I600's. Russia , 
Rumania, Bulgaria, and Czechoslovakia now 
produce more than 24 million acres of 
sunflowers annually. In contrast, American 
production was only about I million acres in 
1975, but today even North Dakota produces 
more than that amount. 
Do the Russians and their satellites have that 
, much of a "jump" on the U.S .? According to 
SDSU Plant Scientist Quentin Kingsley, it all 
depends on how you look at it . 
"Obviously, they've outdone us in sheer 
acreage, but their program differs," he 
explained. "Russians don't have an equal 
breeding program for developing a superior 
sunflower plant-and for several reasons. We 
can assume they've not developed a hybrid as 
we have. Hybrids really facilitate development 
of new varieties, as you know. " 
Kingsley says the system of communal and 
state farming also has hindered Russian 
sunflower development. "Planting decisions are 
made far in advance, so it takes time for a 
newly bred plant to get into their crop 
rotation. Here in the U.S., we can change our 
plans at will." 
Uniform height was first victory 
in U.S. breeding breakthrough 
A USDA breeding program began in North 
Dakota. After breeders achieved male plant 
sterility, pybrid experiments rapidly produced 
results. "Right away, they were able to breed 
uniform height into fields of sunflowers," says 
Kingsley. "Now, you can look across a field, 
and heads are as even as a pool table." 
Sunflower breeding, begun in the I960's, 
now is carried on extensively at Fargo, ND, . 
Beltsville, MD, and Lubbock, TX. In addition, 
almost all major companies-Cargill, 
Dahlgren, Cigco, Interstate Seed, Red River 
Commodities, Kraig, and others- have 
breeders in the Fargo vicinity. 
"Breeders already have achieved resistance to 
three diseases including downy mildew, rust, 
and verticillium wilt; so , if sunflowers are 
rotated properly, farm~rs don' t have to fear 
disease buildup in the soil," he said . . 
But in continuous cropping sclerotinia, a 
fungus , can build up to a point of serious soil 
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contamination. "Then you can't follow 
sunflowers with almost any type of leafy crop, 
Only grassy crops will do ," he says. 
North Dakota breeders have suggested that 
Kingsley attempt to find sclerotinia resistance 
in sunflowers, but that could be a problem. 
"This organism could, in succeeding years, 
be carried on by alternate hosts like 
lambsquarte·rs and pigweed. Once the ground 
is infected , we don't know how long it would 
take to get rid of the organi m." 
Have the Russians experimented with the 
fungus? ' If they do know how long scl rotinia 
will last, they aren't saying," Kingsley 
commented. 
"We do know that wild sunflowers have 
resistance to it . It's just a matter of time before 
we breed that characteristic into tame 
sunflowers." 
Continuing challenges are pest 
control , stronger root system 
The number one challenge presently is pest 
control, but Kingsley doesn't see a great 
problem in meeting it. "We simply have to get 
clearance to use chemicals which will do 
effective control," he said. "Birds also are a 
problem." 
Second to pest control is the challenge of 
develop~ng a better root system. Compared to 
certain types of wild sunflowers, the tame 
sunflower is a "97-pound weakling." 
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Kingsley says breeders are quite interested in 
a wild sunflower native to the Highmore area, 
and they have requested that Kinsley gather 
samples of plants and seeds for 
experimentation. 
Kinsley relates that last summer he and 
others dug some wild plants from a railroad 
embankment near Highmore that had roots 
about 8 feet long and "as thick as your finger." 
Their roots were woody-not hollow and 
pithy. 
By contrast, tame plants have a more 
shallow and branching root system highly 
susceptible to wind. Last summer, test varieties 
being grown at the Highmore experiment 
station by SDSU personnel all were leveled by 
high winds. 
Kingsley says that if tame plants could be 
bred with a root system similar to that of 
Highmore wild plants, they would be more 
drought resis_tant as well. 
" It would help us in our fertility programs, 
too ," he said. "We could get away from side 
dressing and do more broadcasting. Many 
persons now broadcast , but I feel that with 
row cropping, you lose too much effect of your 
fertilizer when you broadcast it. When we list , 
we have to get the fertilizer near the seed, and 
that in the middle is m·oved up and away from . 
the root system." 
Sunflower industry is where com was 
30 years ago, but "catching up fast" 
Kingsley says, " We need to do a lot more 
'preaching' about sunflowers." 
One reason is to protect farmers from what 
Kingsley terms "hybrid shysters." Such seed 
salesmen and uppliers can market a seed with 
a similar-sounding name and completely fool 
the purchaser, according to Kingsley. " When 
you see a number designation, you naturally 
assume the eed came from pretty good 
parents," he said. " However, that may not be 
true at all. It may not be equal to the original 
source." 
Kingsley also feel "preaching" is. needed for 
developing a better marketing system for South 
Dakota. A marketing coop rative or a 
contracting arrangement may be required, he 
indicated. 
Most of the crop now is old in Minnesota 
and North Dakota, and almost all is shipped by 
truck. A marketing cooperative or other type of 
outlet could determine how much crop is 
available, then load and transport it in full 
semi-truck lots. "This would be an advantage 
for a grower with only a partial load to sell," 
said Kingsley. 
" As more acreage is de oted to this crop , 
however, I can see that we may need our own 
processing plant somewhere in the state," he 
said. 
" You might say that the sunflower industry is 
where the corn industry was 30 years ago," he 
said, "but we're catching up fast." 
While research results from other sunflower 
centers are readily available to Kingsley and 
others at SDSU, the intent is to supplement 
those with research and education specifically 
for South Dakota farmers. "Our posture is to 
meet the needs for these farmers before the 
problem arises," he said. 
Beginning with planting and testing of 
sunflower varieties in 1974, experiments have 
been conducted primarily at SDSU experiment 
stations near Highmore, Redfield , Groton , and 
Watertown. Much of the responsibility has 
been shouldered by Kingsley and his SDSU 
colleagues, Dr. Robert Walstrom and Dr . 
Cleon Mankin. 
Kingsley, a plant scientist, laughs that he 
perhaps should have become an agricultural 
engineer. "I found myself in the position of 
having to develop a complete set of equipment 
for raising and harvesting sunflowers," he said. 
Asked about funding, Kingsley states the 
need depends entire} upon how elaborate the 
work becomes. He cited insect, disease, and 
• 
crop-handling studies as several which can 
become "quite expensive." 
Meanwhile, yellow fields of sunflowers 
continue to dot the scene in South Dakota 
agriculture. 
Raft of reasons account for 
surge in sunflower popularity 
Beginning with a paltry 100 acres in 1969, 
South Dakota's planting effort became really 
significant in 1973. Kingsley explained that 
most early production was destined for 
confectionary purposes-bird seed or salted 
sunflower seeds for human consumption. Later, 
with increasing world attention to oils of every 
type, production shifted to sunflowers as an oil 
crop similar to safflower or soybeans. 
Sunflowers are a substitute for flax in the rotation, easier to 
cultivate and harvest, and you can collect 100% of the seed. 
They're hardy and drought resistant. Continuing challenges 
are pests and weak root system in tame varieties. 
Since 1969, South Dakota production has 
increased to 1800 times that amount. Kingsley 
projects another increase of at least 10 % for 
1979, driving South Dakota production beyond 
200,000 acres. 
South Dakota production began mostly in 
northeastern areas, then spread westward to 
Brown, Walworth, and Spink counties. The 
crop today is found mostly north of Highway 
14 and east of the Missouri river, but, as 
Kingsley points out, production may be found 
in almost every area of the state. 
Nationally, most production occurs in North 
Dakota where some growers already have 
about 20 years of sunflower experience. 
Minnesota ranks next, and South Dakota thfrd, 
in the Upper Midwest. Another important area 
is Texas. 
Why this surge in sunflower popularity? 
Kingsley has a raft of answers to that question. 
"I can name at least five good reasons with 
out trying too hard. "Price is the first. Farmers 
are looking at sunflowers as a substitute for flax 
in their rotation. The pricing situation on 
flax-especially on flax straw, the 'bonus' for 
growers-is uncertain, but sunflowers have a 
ready and steady market 1with reasonable price 
levels. 
"Second; I'd say that sunflowers are easier to 
handle, easier to cultivate. Third, they're also 
easier to harvest. This is due primarily to their 
height. 
"A fourth reason also relates to height, and 
that is that you harvest 100 % of the seed. 
Beans, on the other hand, grow close to the 
ground. You just can't avoid missing some seed 
pods or cutting others in _half with crops so 
short. 
"I could add, too, that sunflowers don't 
require much special equipment, with most 
spraying being done by airplane anyway. 
"A fifth reason is that sunflowers are an all-
around hardy plant which can grow anywhere 
in our state. They're drought resistant, too: 
"Another thing I like about them is that you 
can forget about the need for saving the stalks. 
On the other hand, you have to windrow flax 
straw because there may be a market for it. 
"There's even another possibility.· Sunflowers 
are a hefty plant in terms of weight and size, 
and they contain significant amounts of 
cellulose. If experiments at SDSU succeed in 
developing an economical method for 
converting cellulose into glucose sugar and then· 
to fuel-grade alcohol, we could see the day 
when sunflowers are raised as an energy crop." 
Kingsley, SDSU's "Mr. Sunflower," admits 
some farmers already have enough weeds, "but 
it's a crop that's starting to develop, and 
farmers are really beginning to take ·advantage 
of it." o 
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Red eyes, yawning, coffee nerves, and 
lambing season.! They go together like red, 
white, and blue, Amos 'n' Andy, or barbs and 
wire. Ask any livestock producer during the 
peak of lambing ( or calving) season if he'd like 
more control over birth schedules of his ewes or 
cows, and he'll probably give you a resounding 
"Yes!" Most producers have never enjoyed 
providing round-the-clock care necessary for 
maximizing their lamb or calf crops, but it has 
always been a fact of life. 
By concentrating deliveries into shorter 
periods, -it would be easier for the producer to 
assist with difficult births, to assure correct 
claiming of offspring by mother animals, and 
to determine if the young are obtaining 
adequate nourishment. Having control over 
birth schedules also would enable the producer 
to use available facilities and labor more 
efficiently. 
How'd you like lambing or 
calving by appointment 
Research at SDSU now indicates that 
lambing and calving "by appointment only" is 
possible. 
In 1973, SDSU began an effort to control 
parturition (the act of bringing forth young) ,in 
both sheep and cattle. 
The objective was to find drugs and dosages 
which would result in a high percentage of 
ewes lambing within a 2- or 3-day period on a 
weekly basis as determined by the producer. 
Researchers knew that if producers could be 
given this type of management tool , it would 
encourage other important management 
techniques as well. 
1 
_ • \ 
With an ability to group and schedule ewes ~ 
for parturition, the producer could move a 
group of ewes and lambs from the lambing 
t ) 
pens to the group pens simultaneously. This 
also would provide an opportunity to clean 
lambing areas prior to arrival of another draft 
of lambs the following week. Docking, 
castration , vaccination, and other activity also 
could fit well into this weekly scheduling. 
We can now group injections 
to one day a week 
SDSU researchers used two compounds, 
flumethasone and prostaglandin F2-Alpha 
(PGF) , in the 1973 trial to study three dosage 
levels and two methods of administering the 
drugs- intravenously (IV) or intramuscularly 
(IM). Response was measured in the percentage 
of ewes w hich lambed within 72 hours of 
treatment. 
Treatments were given on day 141 of 
gestation . Normal gestation averages 148 days . 
Of the ewes given the medium level of PGF 
intramuscularly or the high level of 
fl umethasone either IM or IV , 78 % lambed 
within 72 hours of treatment. The average for 
control groups injected with a saline solution 
was 18 % , by comparison. 
utting ewes on a clustered lambing schedule gives you a 
better chance to clean up lambing and group pens before th.e 
Based on these results , treatment chosen for 
the 1974 trial was 15 milligrams of 
flumethasone given IM on day 141 of gestation. 
Of ewes receiving this treatment, 89 % 
lambed within 72 hours of the injection, 
compared to 33 % of the PGF-treated ewes and 
8 % of the saline-treated ewes. 
Further studies in 1975, 1976, and 1977 were 
aimed at grouping the injections to one day per 
week. All ewes on or between days 138-144 of 
gestation were treated on the corresponding 
Wednesday in an attempt to induce lambing on 
the weekend. Because flumethasone had been 
highly effective when given on day 141, it 
again was chosen as the treatment compound 
and was compared to saline treatment as the 
control. 
Of the flumethasone-treated ·ewes, 63 % 
lambed within 72 hours of injection , compared 
to 17 % for the control group. The average 
interval from injection to lambing for the 63 % 
that lambed within 72 hours of injection was 
49.5 hours. B_ased on these results, one would 
expect 6~ % of the responding, flumethasone-
treated ewes to lamb in a 4.2-hour period 
starting 47.4 hours following injection . One 
would also expect 95 % of that group to lamb 
next batch arrives. Docking and vaccination could be taken 
care of at one time instead of sporadically. · 
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You could plan for daylight lambing, and call in extra labor 
when needed with timed lambing. But the weak link is that 
we often don't have accurate dates of breeding, needed 
before planning day of injection. 
in an 8.4-hour period starting _45.3 hours after 
injection. 
Analysis of blood estrogen and progesterone 
levels reveals similar patterns in induced ewes 
and control ewes immediately prior to lambing. 
Treatment also did not appear to affect milking 
score or lambing difficulty score. A higher 
percentage of response was noted among ewes 
in the 140-144 days-of-gestation range than 
among ~hose in the 138-139-day range. 
Method reduces mortality 
in clean-up lambing 
Induced lambing also appears to have 
application for clean-~p lambing. Because the 
date the ram was removed from the flock is 
generally known, all pregnant ewes that have 
not lambed prior to -14 days before the last 
calculated lam bing date can be treated at that • 
time. Researchers gave 22 ewes a clean-up ., 
injection, and 73 % of these had lambed 
within 72 hours with an average time of 45.5 
hours. 
This approach also provides the producer a 
management tool for grouping his stragglers 
and reducing lamb mortality. Often, mortality 
increases near the end of the lambing season 
because there is less close observation with 
fewer ewes lam bing at that time. 
A drawback is when we don't 
know precise breeding dates 
One of the major drawbacks for commercial 
application of this procedure is that it depends 
so much on obtaining accurate breeding dates 
for the ewes so they can be injected at the 
proper stage of gestation. In an attempt to 
eliminate the need for daily breeding records, 
SDSU began studies in 1977 on synchronizing 
the time of breeding. Preliminary results are 
encouraging, but they are not as good as 
expected. 
SDSU researchers are countinuing their 
evaluation of methods to reduce the labor 
required for collecting breeding dates; they also ( iii 
are evaluating which stage of gestation \:'!!!I 
provides the best results from the treatment.-
A detailed discussion of the research will be 
included in the 1979 Sheep Day Report which 
will be available on June 8. D 
The author is Lowell Slyter, associate professor of Animal 




(co11ti1111ed from page 2) 
truck or trailers. The building at nearby Box 
Elder was urgently needed for processing field 
samples before they are sent to the main 
campus for more detailed analysis. 
A 48- by 96-foot pole building was erected at 
the Central Crops and Soils Station near 
Highmore. It will have multiple uses but will 
house machinery primarily. A substantial 
amount of research occurs at this station but it, 
too, will become more important as a 
headquarters with an increasing amount of 
research conducted off the station in 
surrounding counties. Money from several 
grants was used to construct the new pole 
building, costing approximately $16,500. 
Last May, fire destroyed the office building 
at the James Valley Research and Extension 
Center east of Redfield. This was a 14- by 
68-foot mobile unit and has been replaced with 
a similar structure. The interim Appropriations 
Committee of the state legislature approved an 
expenditure of $25,000 from state funds for 
replacement of the building and contents. 
You are invited to have a look at facilities at 
these and other branch stations around the 
state and to become better acquainted with the 
staff and programs. You may notice that at 
many of the locations we have caught up a bit 
with maintenance. Some buildings sport new 
paint or new roofs while rewiring and other 
repairs have been done on others. 
For the past several years the percentage 
increase in federal funds was greater than 
increase of state funds in support of 
agricultural research in South Dakota. This is 
quite opposite that which occurred in other 
states. 
For the current fiscal year, however, state 
appropriations . were increased but federal 
funding slowed considerably. This situation 
created some rather serious problems, since we 
are left with a lesser budget than we had 
hoped. We have had to adjust plans and 
programs for the year accordingly. 
We appreciate the efforts of so many of our 
' citizens who believe that agricultural research 
is an essential investment and have made this 
view known to legislators, both in Pierre and in 
Washington, D.C. 
Agricultural research along with its 
Extension teammate have played an important 
part in the U.S., the most developed 
agricultural country in the world. But that 
situation didn't just happen. Wise Americans 
invested an efficient amount of private and 
public dollars into that development-which is 
far from finished yet. D 
The author is Dr. R . A. Moore, director of the A gricultural 
Experiment Station at SDSU. 
The field lab at Box Elder stores equipment used in research 
on area ranches. Staff also proceses samples there before 
sending in to Brookings for analysis. 
The Highmore building mostly houses machinery. Although 
much research is conducted at this station, more will be 
done on cooperators ' farms in the future. 
The Redfield office replaces a similar trailer whi~h burned. 
Most research records were saved, but if you were on a 
mailing list, they probably lost your name. Drop the James 
Valley station a line to get back on. 
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About the cover: • We had thought Hessian flies were a problem to winter wheat growers farther south. But they surprised spring wheat producers last year, 
robbing them of $25 to $30 million in profits. At 
present, cultural methods are the only answer; 
there are no resistant spring wheats adaptable 
for South Dakota. Farmers have several 
options-deep plowing, granules, or another 
crop. The cover photo and the mature fly on 
page 4 are USDA Agricultural Research pictures . 
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Director's comments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Director Moore describes three new buildings at 
off-campus stations, discusses funding of 
research, and warns that our investment in 
agriculture must continue . · 
Hessian flies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
They caught us flat-footed last year, and there 
are plenty overwintering to give us real trouble 
again this year. Entomologists urge spring wheat 
growers to follow recommendations-or grow 
another crop. 
Farm consumers 
Why do you see farm pickups parked around one 
store and not at another? That's because the 
first has employees and management that "play 
square " with the clients and work to build trust 
and confidence. 
6 
Muskies . .. . . .. ......... . . . ............. 11 
You can't love a muskie for his good looks. You 
love him because he fights back and because of 
his appetite for carp fry , suckers, stunted 
panf ish. Biolog ists th ink muskies might find a 
proper home life at Big Stone. 
Pine needle abortion ...................... 14 
Dead calves, abortions, and cows dying from 
retained placentas. Across the fence, nothing 
happens. Nobody pays much attention to pine 
needle abortion until it hits him ; it's a tangle 
nobody's unraveled yet. 
A new cottage cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
They said she wouldn't eat it, but her reactrons 
are typical of the families given two cottage 
cheeses to tr.y, one the standard recipe, and one 
made with a new process of directly acidifying 
the milk. 
Sunflowers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
A patch of sunflowers used to label you as a 
lazy farmer. But the price is good , the market is 
steady, and acreage in South Dakota will 
increase by at least 10% this year, with more to 
come next. 
Lambing on schedule 
Who runs the show during lambing season-you 
or the ewes? Who keeps you up at night , frays 
your nerves, delivers just after the family drives 
out the gate? Call the shots , put lambing on 
" appointment only. " 
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